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Motion to nominate Pieta James as a Life Member of AFLTUA 

I wish to propose that Pieta James be elevated to Life Membership of the Association. 

Pieta was our First Social Member in 2009 and has been an active member of the Association ever 

since. She became Secretary in 2012 and has served on the Committee continuously for the past 8 

years (7 of those as Secretary). 

A brief outline of Pieta’s achievements and service to the Association is as follows:- 

Pieta basically dragged the Association out of the “dark ages” and into the current digital age – 

producing and introducing Facebook and Web pages, developing numerous policies and procedures 

and introducing various other tools and applications to assist with management of the growing 

Association and in the process, greatly improving our development and professionalism. 

Pieta was also the driving force behind our recent complete review and rewrite of the Association 

Constitution. 

During one notable period Pieta sorted and fixed the Association AFL Accreditation situation, which 

had been in some disarray for several years. In this exercise she probably played a large part in 

having this important issue fixed for the entire State. 

Pieta has organised uniform orders and co-ordination; compulsory training nights (including cooking 

meals); numerous rosters, reports and other records; and myriad other duties and unseen tasks. 

In recognition, Pieta has twice received the annual President’s Award and has also been voted by her 

peers/Association Members as Club Person of the Year on no less than a record 4 times. I believe 

this “says it all”. 

The Association is quite obviously in a far superior position to that of some years ago, due very 

largely to her continuing efficient, tireless and selfless time and work over an extended period. 

I can think of no more deserving person for the honour of Life Membership and it gives me great 

pleasure to be able to nominate Pieta for Life Membership of AFLTUA. 

Ed Brown 

Vice President 


